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ABSTRACT 
We consider the different limit transitions for modifications of the classical polynomials obtained 
by the addition of one or two point masses at the ends of the interval of orthogonality. The con- 
nections between Jacobi, Laguerre, Charlier, Meixner, Kravchuk and Hahn generalized poly- 
nomials are established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Polynomials orthogonal with respect to measures more general than those 
given by weight functions appear as eigenfunctions of a fourth order linear 
differential operator with polynomial coefficients. This spectral approach leads 
to the Laguerre-type, Legendre-type and Jacobi-type polynomials introduced 
by H.L. Krall [20]. 
For orthogonality defined by a linear functional obtained via the addition of 
one Dirac delta measure, a general analysis was started by Chihara [9] in the 
positive definite case and by Marcellan and Maroni [22] for quasi-definite lin- 
ear functionals. For two point masses there exist very few examples in the lit- 
erature (see [19], [II], [17] and [21]). 
A special emphasis was given to the modifications of classical linear func- 
tionals (Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi and Bessel) in the framework of the so- 
called semiclassical orthogonal polynomials. 
For discrete orthogonal polynomials, Bavinck and van Haeringen [7] ob- 
tained an infinite order difference equation for generalized Meixner poly- 
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nomials, i.e., polynomials orthogonal with respect to the modification of the 
Meixner weight with a point mass at x = 0. The same was found for generalized 
Charlier polynomials by Bavinck and Koekoek [8]. 
In a series of papers [2-41 we obtained the representation as hypergeometric 
functions for generalized Meixner, Charlier, Kravchuk and Hahn polynomials 
as well as the corresponding second order difference equation that such poly- 
nomials satisfy. Notice that the coefficients of those difference equations are 
polynomials of fixed degree which depend on n as a parameter. 
The aim of the present contribution is to obtain an analogue of the Askey 
tableau for this kind of generalized polynomials with the description of the 
continuous generalized orthogonal polynomials as limit case of the discrete 
generalized orthogonal polynomials. Furthermore, we deduce the explicit sec- 
ond order linear differential equations for two examples which have attracted 
the interest of the researchers: the Laguerre [13] and the Jacobi [19] case. 
In Section 2 we present a summary of the more useful properties of classical 
polynomials both in the discrete and the continuous case. 
Section 3 is devoted to an explicit representation of generalized polynomials 
in terms of the classical ones when we add one point mass at zero (Laguerre, 
Meixner, Charlier, Kravchuk) or two mass points at the ends of the convex hull 
of the support of the measure (Jacobi and Hahn). Further, we obtain the ex- 
plicit expression for second order differential equations (SODE) in the cases of 
Laguerre and Jacobi. Notice that this SODE was found in [13] for the Laguerre 
case while for the Jacobi case [19] the coefficients were not deduced explicitly. 
Moreover, an infinite order equation for the Laguerre case was found in [13] as 
well as for the Gegenbauer case in [16]. 
In Section 4 we obtain the continuous case as a limit of the discrete case, as 
well as the different transitions between the discrete families. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we have summarized some formulas for the classical orthogonal 
manic polynomials (P,(x) = x” + . . .) which we will use later on. These poly- 
nomials are orthogonal with respect to a linear functional C on the linear space 
of polynomials with real coefficients which is defined as (fY = (0, 1,2, . . .}) 
eixner, Kravchuk and Charlier 
Jacobi and Laguerre 
where p(x) is a weight function satisfying a Pearson equation. 
In the continuous case this equation has the form 
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The polynomials satisfy a second order differential equation of hypergeometric 
type 
(2) g(x)P;(x) + r(x)P,:(x) + &P,(x) = 0, 
where r(x) is a polynomial of degree 1 and g(x) is a polynomial of degree at 
most 2, such that O(X) vanishes at the ends of the interval of orthogonality. The 
polynomial solutions of equation (2) are uniquely determined, up to a normal- 
izing factor (R,), by the Rodrigues formula (see [23] page 4 eq. (1.2.8)): 
(3) P,(X) = sd” [#(x)p(x)]. 
~(x)dx" 
In the discrete case, the Pearson-type difference equation has the form 
w44P(X)l = +4P(X)~ 
where 
of(x) =f(x) -f(x - l)? W(x) =f(x + 1) -f(x), 
The Pearson-type difference equation can be written in the equivalent form 
P(X + 1) 4x) + m -----~ 
P(X) (T(x+ 1) . 
In this case instead of a differential equation, the polynomials satisfy a second 
order difference equation of hypergeometric type 
(4) g(x) n VP,(X) + T(X) n P,(x) + X,P,(x) = 0, 
where T(X) is also a polynomial of degree 1 and g(x) is a polynomial of degree at 
most 2, such that g(x) vanishes at one of the ends of the convex hull of the 
support and O(X) + ( ) r x vanishes at the other end. The polynomial solutions of 
equation (4) are uniquely determined, up to a normalizing factor (R,), by the 
difference analog of the Rodrigues formula (see [23] page 24 eq. (2.2.7)): 
(5) P,(x) = 
The orthogonality with respect to the linear functional C means that 
In both cases, the polynomials satisfy a three term recurrence relation of the 
form 
(7) 
xP,(x) = %Pn+l(X) +PnPn(x) +r?Ipn-l(X), n 2 0 
P-l(X) = 0 and PO(X) = 1 
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and one has the Christoffel-Darboux formula 
(8) 
n-1 Pm(X)Pm(Y) c 1 4-l 
m=O 
di =-- X-Y 4 
xP,(x)P,-l(Y)-P,(Y)P,-l(x), n=l 2 3 
d,“- 1 
, 7 7”’ 
Here a, is the leading coefficient of the polynomial, i.e., the coefficient of the 
nth power of x in the expansion (in our cases since P,, is manic, a,, = 1) 
(9) P~(x)=a,Xn+b,x”-l+...=x”+b,x”-l+... . 
We will consider the modification of the following classical manic orthogonal 
polynomials. 
2.1. The discrete case 
1. The Meixner polynomials M,Y’p(x), orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function p(x) supported on [0, co), where 
a(x) = x, r(x)=yjA-X(1-P) o</J< l,y>O, X,=n(l-p), 
and 
R, = P(X) = 
1171 -cL)wY+-4 
r(Y)w + 4 ’ 
d2 = n!(-&$ 
n (1-p)2n’ 
2. The Kravchuk polynomials K:(x), orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function p(x) supported on [0, N], with n 5 N, 
a(x) = x, 
Np-x 
T(X) = ~ 
l-p ’ 
O<p<l, A, zz n 
1 -p’ 
and 
Rn = (P - I)“, ~(-4 = 
pXN!(l -pf+ n!N!p”( 1 - p)” 
I’(N + 1 - x)r( 1 + x) ’ d,2= (N-n)! 
.t 3. The Charlier polynomials C:(x), orthogonal with respect to the weigh 
function p(x) supported on [0, oo), where 
and 
a(x) = x, T(X) = p - x, p > 0, A, = n, 
x -P 
R,, = (-l)“, p(x) = cL e 
F(l +x)’ 
d,f = n!p”. 
4. The Hahn polynomials h,“l@(x, N), or o th g onal with respect to the weight 
function p(x) supported on [0, N), where (a > -1, p > - 1) 
g(x) =x(x+a-N), T(X) = (P+ l)(N- 1) -x(~+t++), 
A, =n(a+P+N+ I), 
and 
(-1)” 
Rn=(cu+/3+n+1),1 
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r(N)r(a + /3 + 2)r(a + N - x)r(y + 1 +.x) 
P(x)=~(a+l)~(~+l)l’(n+~+N+l)~(N-x)~(l+x)~ 
,,~~(~)~(n+a+2)n!I’(n+n+1)~(~+n+l)rja+~+N+n+l)(u+9+n+1),~ 
n r(oi+l)r(~+l)r(cu+p+N+l)(cu+p+2n+l)(N-n-l)!r((_y+P+n+l) 
The satisfy the symmetry property 
(10) hf”(N - 1 - x,N) = (-l)“h,“+,N). 
2.2. The continuous case 
1. The Jacobi polynomials P,“.P(_x), or o onal with respect to the weight th g 
function p(x) supported on [-1, 11, where 
a(x) = 1 - x2, T(X) = -((Y + p + 2)x + p - N, A, = (n + N + p + l)? 
(-1)” 
R, = (n+a+P+ l),’ 
r(a + p + 2) 
dx) = 2o+~+‘r(cu + l)r(p + 1) 
(1 -x)“(l +.#, o( > -1. or > -1. 
d,2 = 
2%z!r(n+a+ l)F(n+P+ l)r(a+P+2) 
r((r + l)r(p + l)r(n + cx + /jr + 1)(2n + C.x + /-I + l)(n + Q + 0 + 1,:. 
They satisfy the symmetry property 
(11) qh(-x) = (-l)?,“.“(x). 
2. The Laguerre polynomials L,“(x), orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function p(x) supported on [0, w), where 
and 
o(x) = x, T(X) = -x+a+ 1, A, = n, 
R, = (-I)“, p(x) zz xue--x 
T(a+ 1)’ 
d’=r(n+cu+l)n! 
o>-1, n 
r(CY + 1) 
In the above formulas we have scaled the weight functions p(x) such that they 
correspond to probability measures. i.e., total weight equal to 1. This will be 
useful in order to obtain the right limit relations between the corresponding 
generalized polynomials. 
For all those manic polynomials we also know the values 
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I 
r(n + 7) (-p)"N! 
F(Y) ’ WO) = (N _ n)! > WO) = W”, 
(-l)“r(p + n + l)(N - l)! 
h”B(o’N)=r(~+l)(N-n-l)!(n+a+/?+l),’ 
(12) h,">O(N - 1, N) = 
Qcr+n+ l)(N- l)! 
T(a+l)(N-n-l)!(n+a:+,0+1),’ 
2"(a + l), 
VYl) = @+o+P+l),’ 
@3(_1) = 2”(-WV + l), 
n (n + d! + P + l), ’ 
From the hypergeometric representation of Jacobi polynomials (see [23-251) 
we can obtain the following two expressions [24] 
(13) 
P,ali+l(X) = (2n+a+P)(l -x) dP9 
2n(a + n) dx(x)+ 2(a+n) n 
(2n + o + P) p*,P(X) 
and 
(14) P,"_+1'qx) = 
(2n+a+p)(x+ 1) dpalP 
2n(P + n) 
+-(x) - (2;(; “+Z)“) P,"J(x). 
For the kernels of the Char-her, Meixner, Kravchuk, Hahn, Jacobi and La- 
guerre polynomials we have the following representation (see for instance [2-51 
and [25]) 
1. Meixner case 
(15) Kerz I(x,O) f C 
n-1 fkQqx)A4p(o) = (-l)“_‘(l -/Au)“-’ VM”‘l(x) 
d,’ n! 
n > 
m=O 
(16) Kerz,(O,O) = “2’ v. 
m=O . 
2. Kravchuk case 
(17) Ker$_,(x,O) z 1%: Ki(xiF(o) = (P-nf)ln OK!(X), 
n-l 
(18) Ker.S(O,O) =mFo (1 $;N+‘. 
3. Charlier case 
(1% Kerz_ ,(x,0) E Izl cmy(~~(o) = qv C;(X), 
n-l m 
(20) Ker$- 1 (O,O) = mgo f . 
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4. Hahn case 
where ~~(0, p) denotes the following quantity 
(23) 
n-’ r(m+B+ l)r(m+CX+p+ 1) 
Ker,H:yY’(O, 0) = C 
m=O m!r(fl+l)(N-m-l)! 
(2m+a+P+l)(N-l)!r(a:+l)r(a+p+N+l) 
x r(a+m+l)r(a+p+N+m+l)r(a+p+2) ’ 
(24) 
Kerf:T.‘(O, N - 1) 
$1 (-l)“r(m+cu+p+1)(2m+a+/3+1)(N-l)!r(a+p+N+l) 
m=O m!(N-m- l)!r(CY+~+N+m+l)r(CX+P+2) ’ 
and, finally, from the symmetry of the Hahn polynomials (10) we obtain 
Kerr:;I’P(N - 1,N - 1) = KerT:‘;‘Sa(O,O). 
5. Laguerre case 
(25) KerL_ 1(x, 0) E “2’ y(xjF(o) = q (L:)‘(x), 
m=O 
6. Jacobi case 
where nF.0, 7:’ a denote the quantities 
77,“lP = (-l)“-‘r(2n + (Y + p)r(cX + 1) 
(29) 
2”-‘n!T((r + n)r(p + l)T(o + p + 2) ’ 
77fl,a = (-1)“-‘wn + a + WV + 1) 
n 2”-‘n!r(P + n)T(cX + l)r(cE + p + 2) 
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I Ker,Jr0i8(-1, -1) 
(30) I 
n-1 r(p+m+ l)F(a+P+m+ 1)(2m+a+p+ l)I(cr+ 1) =c 
m=O 2”-‘m!r(/3 + l)r(o + m + l)r(o + ,B + 2) 
r(P + n + l)r(o + p + YE + l)r(o + 1) 
= 2”-‘(n - l>!r(p + 2)Qcr + n)T(a + p + 2) ’ 
and 
(31) 
n-l (-l)mr(o+p+m+ 1)(2m+a+p+ 1) 
Keri:a;8(-1, 1) = C 
m=O 2”- ‘m!r(a! + p + 2) 
= (-1)“~‘r(a+p+n+ 1) 
2”-‘(n - l)! . 
Finally, from the symmetry property of the Jacobi (11) polynomials we have 
Ker,J:*iP(l, 1) = Ker,J’_‘i”(-1, -1). 
Using the relations (13)-(14) we also obtain the following equivalent formulas 
for the kernels (27) and (28) 
(33) 
dP,“- 0 (x) 
- dx nPY(x)] , 
where ii,“~fl, f: a denote the quantities 
‘B = - 
a- -- 
(-l)V(2n + (Y + p + l)r(o + 1) 
2%!T(a+n+l)F(a+p+2) ’ 
(-l)“T(2n + a + /3 + l)r(p + 1) 
2”n!T(P+n+ l)r(a+p+2) ’ 
3. THE DEFINITION AND THE REPRESENTATION 
Firstly, we will consider the case when we add a point mass at x = 0. This case 
corresponds to the Laguerre, Charlier, Meixner and Kravchuk polynomials. 
Later on, we will consider the Jacobi and Hahn polynomials which involve two 
point masses at the ends of the interval of orthogonality. The reason for such a 
choice of the point in which we add our positive mass will be clear from for- 
mulas (39) and (41) below, because in such formulas there appears the value of 
the kernel polynomials K,(x, v) and they have a very simple analytical expres- 
sion in the case when y takes the values of the zeros of g(x) (for the continuous 
case) or one of the zeros of g(x) and o(x) + r(x) (for the discrete case). In fact 
this gives us a simple expression for the kernels in terms of the same poly- 
nomials, its derivatives or difference-derivatives (see (15)-(31)). 
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3.1. The case of one point mass 
Consider the linear functional Lf on the linear space of polynomials with real 
coefficients defined as 
(35) (U, P) = (C, P) -I- AP(O), A > 0, 
where C is a classical moment functional (1) associated to Meixner, Charlier 
and Kravchuk polynomials of a discrete variable and Laguerre polynomials, 
respectively. 
We will determine the manic polynomials P,"(x) which are orthogonal with 
respect to the functional U and we will prove that they exist for all positive A 
(see (40) below). To achieve this, we can write the Fourier expansion of such 
generalized polynomials 
n-l 
(36) P,“(x) = P,(x) + c %kPk(X), 
k=O 
where P,, denotes the classical manic orthogonal polynomial (CMOP) of degree n. 
In order to find the unknown coefficients un.k we will use the orthogonality of 
the polynomials P,"(x) with respect to 24, i.e., 
(u, P,A(x)Pk(x)) = 0, ‘dk < n. 
Now substituting (36) in (35) we find: 
(37) t”, p,A(x)pk(x)) = (C,P,A(X)Pk(X))+AP,A(O)Pk(O). 
If we use the decomposition (36) and take into account the orthogonality of the 
classical orthogonal polynomials with respect to the linear functional C, the 
coefficients u,,k are found to be 
(38) n, 
a k = _A P,“(“)Pk(o) 
dk' ' 
Finally the equation (36) provides us the expression 
(39) 
P,“(x) = P,(x) - My(O) y1 Pk(o)pk(x) 
k=O dk" 
= P,(x)-AP,f(O) Ker,_i(x,O). 
From (39) we can conclude that the representation of P," (x) exists for any pos- 
itive value of the mass A. To obtain this it is enough to evaluate (39) at x = 0, 
(40) 1+/g ~)P:(o)=P.(o)fo, 
k=O 
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and to use the fact that 
l+Anel w>O, n= 1,2,3 ,... 
k=O , 
From (40) we can deduce the values of P,” (0) as follows: 
(41) pn (0) “(O) =1+ A x;i; (P,$,))2/d; ’ 
From (39) and taking into account formulas (15)-(25) as well as (41), we obtain 
the following expressions for the generalized polynomials (for more details see 
PI, 131, [5land P31). 
For Meixner polynomials 
(42) 
M,YJ‘>~(x) = M;+(x) + B,, ‘J M;+) = (I + Bny+kf;p(x)r 
PLn(l - /P(Y), 
B”A,!(l +A Ker,!,(O,O))’ 
For Kravchuk polynomials 
(43) 
KfA(X) = K/(x) + A, y7 &f(x) = (I + A,r#q(x), 
N! @(l -p>‘-” 
A’ = A n!(N - n)! (1 + A Kerf_ I (0,O)) ’ 
For Charlier polynomials 
(44) 
C/“(x) = C;(x) + D, v C;(x) = (I + D&C/(x), 
D, = A 
kJ”” 
n!(l +AKer,‘_,(O,O))’ 
For Laguerre polynomials 
(45) 
L,~l”(x)=L~(x)+r,%L,a(x)= (I+Gf+yx),
r, = A(a + l), A(Q + l), 
n!( 1 + A Kerf_ r (0,O)) =n!(l+A((~+2),_,/(n-l)!))’ 
3.2. The case of two point masses 
Consider the linear functional U on the linear space of polynomials with real 
coefficients defined as (A, B 2 0) 
(46) (IAT ‘) = 
(c, P) + AP(0) + BP(N - l), Hahn case 
(C, P) + AP(l) + BP(-l), Jacobi case, 
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where C is a classical moment functional (1) associated with the classical Hahn 
and Jacobi polynomials, respectively. 
We will determine the manic polynomials P,“,” (x) which are orthogonal with 
respect to the functional U and prove that they exist for all positive values of the 
masses A and B. 
Let us write the Fourier expansion of such generalized polynomials in terms 
of the classical manic orthogonal polynomials under consideration (Hahn or 
Jacobi): 
n-1 
(47) p,“‘“(x) = p,(x) + c %,kPkb). 
k=O 
In order to obtain the unknown coefficients a,,k we will use the orthogonality of 
the polynomials P,“>“(x) with respect to U, i.e., 
(u,P,A’B(x)Pk(x)) = 0, 0 5 k < n. 
Now substituting (47) in (46) we find 
0 = (C, P,“‘B(x)P&)) 
(48) 
( 1 
_‘tP,“‘B(0)Pk(O) + BP,f,B(N - l)Pk(N - l), Hahn case 
+ AP,A’B(-l)Pk(-l) +BP,A’B(l)Pk(l), Jacobi case. 
In order to obtain the coefficients a,,$ of the Fourier expansion (47) we can use, 
as before, the orthogonality of the classical orthogonal polynomials with re- 
spect to the linear functional C and from equation (47) we obtain 
P,A.B(x) = P,(x) 
(49) 
( { 
-.4Pt.B(0) Ker,_ 1 (x, 0) - SP,f.B(N - 1) Ker,_ 1 (x. N - l), Hahn case 
+ 
-AP,f~B(-l)Kern_~(x,-l) -BP,$B(l)Kern_~(xz I), Jacobi case. 
From the last expression and using the eqs. (21)-(29) for the Hahn polynomials 
we find (for more details see [4]) 
( 
P,Q~~(X, N) n 
(50) = /2,*,0(x, N) - Ah,A,B+,fl(o, N)&(Q, /3) v /7,“- ‘,b(x, N) 
- Bh,A,B+,“(N - l,N)K,(p,Q)(-l)n+’ n h,“l”-‘(x,N), 
where ~.,(a, p) is given in (22), /z,$~~*~“(O, N) and h,$B,cu,@(N - 1, N) are given 
by the formulas 
B KernH:‘;%“(O, N - 1) 1 
h,“,@(N - 1,N) 1 +B Ker,_r H.a.b(N- 1,N - 1) 1 
1 + A Ker,H:y,B(O, 0) B Ker,H:‘;‘a(O,N - 1) 1 ’ 
A KerEH:yl ’ (O,N-1) l+BKer,_, H,a.Q- l,N- 1) 1 
and 
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(52) 
h,AvB+qv - 1, N) 
1 + A Ker,H:ylP(O, 0) h,H+,P(O, N) 
= 
A Ker::y”(O,N - 1) h5(yl@(N - 1, N) 
1 + A Ker,H:y>4(0, ) B Ker,H:T’P(O, N - 1) ’ 
A Ker,H:y’4 (O,N- 1) l+BKerf:ylB(N- l,N- 1) 
respectively, or 
(53) n { 
hA,B+qX,N) = h,“J(x,N) + r,“;p v h,“-‘qx,N) 
- r;;p a h,*Jyx,N), 
%a,@ where rA B = -Ah,A~B~“~IR(O,N)~,(a,P)and~~Bn’~~a= -BhPA~P~*(O,N)~n(P,~). 
In the case when B = 0 we obtain T:$,~ E 0 and 
1 
%%p- %&=A 
TA =TA,O 
T(N)T(P+n+ l)r(cl!+p+n+ l)r(a+ 1) 
(54) 
rQ?+ l)n!(N-n- l)!r(a+n)r(a+p+n+N) 
r((Y+p+N+ 1) 
’ r(a+/3+2)(o+/3+2n)(l+AKer,?~‘P(0,0)) ’ 
For Jacobi polynomials from eq. (49) by using (27), (28), (29) we obtain (for 
more details see [19]) 
{ 
pAJ,~,fl(~) = p,“,P(,) _ Ap,A~E~“+l)77;~~ & P,*-““(~) 
(55) n 
_ ~PA,B,a,p(l)~~“(_l)~-~ & P,“)fi-l(X), n 
where ~$8, r$ cy are given in (29) and P$B~a~~(-l) and P,“~“,~~~( 1) are given 
by 
(56) 
and 
(57) 
P,“‘o(-1) B Ker,JIP;‘(-l, 1) 
P,“>@(l) 
P,“,“‘a,a(-l) = 1 + A KerJ (y 4 ’ + B Ker’-i 
J@,fl( 1,1) 
.‘i (-1, -1) B Ker,JIP’(-1,1) ’ 
A Ker,J’_“;‘(-1,1) 1 + B Ker,Jl_q”(l, 1) 
1 + A Ker,JL$’ (-1, -1) Pyy-I) 
A Ker,Jlpi8(-1, 1) 
P,A>B+W) = 1 + A KerJ a @ 
P,“‘P(l) 
,,‘i (-1, -1) B Keril&i”;(-1,1) ’ 
A Ker,J_aiB(-l, 1) 1 + B Ker,Ji_o;“(l, 1) 
respectively, or 
(58) P,AIB@,B (x) = P,*J(x) +x;y$ p,“-‘J(x) - xf;;‘” -& p,“J-l(x), 
%%B where xA,B = -AP~~B>“,P(_l)r]~,4 and $$” = _BP~>A>P>a(_l)n~~. 
Using the expressions (32), (33), (34) and’ (49) we obtain an equivalent rep- 
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resentation, similar to the representation obtained in [19] for the manic gen- 
eralized polynomials: 
{ 
pAJ,wyx) = (1 - nJ;;;fl - nJ;:yyp,‘\‘S(x) 
(59) n + [Ja”;;;‘@ (x- l)+J,“,$” (1 + x)] 2 Pj+$, 
where J”‘ a,$ A.B 
= _~PA~&~.~(_l)ij;.~, J;I~‘~ = -fjp~~4~f3~a(-1)ij~~a and the 
numbers #,” are de&red in (34). 
Remark I. From the last expressions for generalized Hahn and Jacobi poly- 
nomials we can conclude their existence for all positive values of the masses. In 
fact, if we expand the denominators in (51) (52), (56) and (57) and use the 
symmetry properties (10) and (11) as well as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
the desired result follows. 
Remark II. From the representation formulas (53) and (58), as well as the 
symmetry properties (10) and (11) we can obtain the following symmetry 
properties for generalized polynomials: 
(60) ~,B.A,%~(N _ 1 _ X) = (_l)“QB.a+), 
(61) p,“.A~d,a(-~) = (-l)“p,“~B.“+). 
The second order differential equation for generalized Jacobi and Laguerre 
polynomials 
Before we determine the limit relations between these generalized orthogonal 
polynomials, let us obtain explicitly the differential equation that the Koorn- 
winder-Jacobi polynomials PnA’B,a.i’ (x) satisfy. In [19] Koornwinder proved 
that the generalized polynomials satisfy a second order differential equation, 
but he did not write it explicitly. The existence of such a differential equation is 
a straightforward consequence of the semiclassical character of such poly- 
nomials [22]. We will present an algorithm to obtain the differential equation 
for both the Laguerre and the Jacobi generalized polynomials. 
First of all, we will rewrite (45) and (59) in the unified form 
(62) E&x) = C&(X) + q&) ; P,(X), 
where p,,(x) denotes the generalized Laguerre or Jacobi polynomials and 
P,(x) denotes the corresponding classical polynomials, respectively. Here, 
Cl = 1 and ql(x) = r,, for the Laguerre polynomials (45) and C’ = 
(1 - nJ;:;,‘j - nJ;,$“ ) and qj(X) = (X - 1) Ji$ + (1 + x) Jif for the Jacobi 
ones. 
Taking derivatives in (62) multiplying by a(x) and using the second order 
differential equation that classical polynomials satisfy, (2) a(x)!‘:(x) = 
-UP; - X,P,(x), we obtain 
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(63) 
CT(X) 2 iQ(x) = c(x>Pn(x) + d(x) $ P,(x), where 
c(x) = -qj&>&Y@) = @)[C‘ + 4’1 - +&P(X). 
Now, taking second derivatives in (62), multiplying by a(~)~ and again using 
(2), as well as the derivatives, we find the following 
(64) 
g(x)22 13,(x) = e(x)P&) +f(x) -$ p,(x), 
e(x) = M+) + u’(x)lcb(x) - [C, + 2qJ4x)) 
f(x) = qp(x)b(x)Hx) +0’(x)] -4x)Pn ++- [Cp + 2qMx)7(x). 
Then the following determinant vanishes: 
(65) 
r’, (4 44 0) 
a(x)iQx) c(x) d(x) = 0, 
4x)‘tXx) 44 f(x) 
where a(x) = C, and b(x) = qp(x). Expanding the determinant in (65) by the 
first column we obtain that the Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials satisfy the 
following equation: 
where 
(66) 
&z(x) = +)2[+)@) - c(x)b(x)l, 
74x) = dx)[e(x)Wx) - 4x)f(x)l, 
in(x) = c(x)f(x) - e(x)d(x). 
To obtain the explicit form of the coefficients Sri(x),, Tn(x) and in(x) we imple- 
ment a little program using the well-known program Mathematics [26]. Here 
we will apply it to obtain the Koornwinder-Jacobi’s differential equation. 
In[l] := 
Remove["Global‘*"] 
In[Z] := 
P[X_1 : =CBA (x+1) +CAB (x-l) 
dp=D[P[xl ,x1 ; 
const=l-n*CAB-n*CBA; 
sig[x_] :=l-x-2; 
delsig[x_]=D[sig[xl,x]; 
tau Lx-1 := (beta-alpha)-(alpha+beta+2)x 
deltau=D[tau[x],xl ; 
ln=n(alpha+beta+n+l) ; 
The functions a(x), . . . ,f(x), defined in (63-64) are denoted by a,. . . , f, re- 
spectively. 
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1n[lO]:= 
a=Expand[const]; 
b=Expand[ p[x] I; 
c=Expand[-ln p[x] 1; 
d=Expand[(const+ dp) sig[x]-tau[x] p[x] 1; 
e=Expand[ p[xlln(delsig[xl+tau[x])- 
sig[xl In (const+ 2 dp)]; 
f=Expand[ - (const + 2 dp) tau[x] sig[x] t 
p[xl Itau[xl( tau[xl+delsig[x])-sig[x](deltau+ln))]; 
In[16] := 
newsigma=sig[xl^2 Simplify[Expand[a d - c b]]; 
newtau=Expand[sig[x] ( e b - a f)]; 
lambda=Expand[(c f - e d) 1; 
p=SimpIify[(lambda, newtau, newsigma)/sig[x]]; 
In[20]:= 
Simplify[p/sig[xl-{ln,tau[xl,sig[xll //.(cAB-~O,CBA->OI] 
Out[20]= 
10, Or 0) 
Using the above algorithm and the Mathematics program we obtain 
l Generalized Laguerre polynomials. [13] 
an(x) = x(-m - cxr, + r,2n +x + mx), 
Tn(x) = (-2r, - 3ar, - a2rn + 2@ + a@ + x + CYX 
+ 2r,x+2ar,x-r,2nx-X2 -rnx2), 
X&)=n(-2r,-or, -r,Z +++x+~,x). 
Taking the limit A -+ 0 we obtain 
Jim,5,(x) = x2 = ~7(x)~, 
lim Fn(x) = (1 + 
A-O 
(Y - x)x = a(x)7(x), 
lim in(x) = nx = 0(x)X,. 
‘4 -0 
l Generalized Jacobi polynomials. [ 191 
,lim,Jn(x) =n(l +a+,L+n)(l -X2> = U(x)&, 
1 + 
lim 
A,B+O 
F*(x) = (1 - x*)(--a + p - 2X - QX - PX) = a(X>T(X). 
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4. LIMIT RELATIONS BETWEEN MODIFICATIONS OF ORTHOGONAL 
POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we will study limit relations involving the modifications of the 
Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials as well as the modifications of the classical 
polynomials of discrete variables. In some sense we will obtain an analogue of 
the Askey-scheme of hypergeometric polynomials (for a review see [IS]). The 
results are predictable but we have found nothing of this kind in the literature. 
4.1. Limit Meixner -+ Laguerre 
The limit relation between the classical Meixner and Laguerre polynomials is 
well known: 
(67) h&V4;+‘,‘-h ; = L;(~). 
0 
In order to obtain the analogues of this relation for generalized polynomials we 
notice that (see (16) and (26)) 
Ker,M_ ,(O,O) = n2 I~~+‘;‘hm2 = n2 (a + “/$ - wk. 
k=O k k=O 
Then Ker,y 1 (0,O) = Kerf_ ,(O,O) + O(h). N ow from the representation for- 
mulas (42) we find 
M;+l.l-h,A ; =_,q+l.l-h 
0 
+A (cl + l),(l - h)” 
n!( 1 + A Kerk_ , (O? 0)) 
~a+l.l-h~Q/h) -~,“+l,‘-h.A((~-hh)/h) 
x n 
h 
Multiplying this expression by the factor h", taking the limit when h + 0 and 
using (67) we notice that the right-hand side of the last expression becomes the 
right-hand side of (45). Thus, the following relation holds 
(68) _ ~imoh”~~+‘~l-h~A 
4.2. Limit Meixner + Charlier 
We start again from the classical limit relation for manic Meixner and Charlier 
polynomials: 
(69) lim M,Y’(P’(P+y))(x) = CL(x). 7 - ‘X 
For the kernels of the Meixner polynomials we have (see (16) and (20)) 
n-1 k 
lim KerM 
‘r-x .-i(O,O) = kTo 5 = Kerz.,(O,O). 
Now from formula (42) we find that 
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lim B, = A II” 
7-+m n!(l +A Ker:_,(O,O))’ 
which agrees with D, in the representation formula for Charlier polynomials 
(44). Now, not unlike the previous case, we take the limit y + 00. Hence, using 
(69) the following relation emerges 
(70) ]im MYP(P/(P++Y))!A(~) = C;“(x). y+‘x n 
4.3. Limit Kravchuk -+ Charlier 
In this case the limit relation takes the form 
(71) JiimK$v(X) = c:(x). 
First of all, since (N!)/((N - n)!) N N” then lim,,, (N”(N - n)!)/(N!) = 1. 
Using these two relations we find that limN,, Kerf_ i (0,O) = Kerz_ 1 (O,O), 
and also from (43) we have 
,J$mAn = A II” 
n!(l +A Kerz_,(O,O))’ 
Then from (44) we conclude that 
(72) ~ ,limWKF’N,A(~) = Cl>A(~). 
4.4. Limit Hahn --) Meixner 
From the hypergeometric representation of the Hahn and Meixner poly- 
nomials 
h”,p(x N)J-l)“(N- 1)W+n+ 1) 3F2 
n 7 n!(N - n - l)!r(p + 1) ( 
-x,~+4+n+l,-n;l 
) l-N,p+l ’ 
M,‘/+“(x) = (Y)~ &E 2F1( -“1-“: 1 - ;), 
it is easy to check that the following limit relation holds: 
(73) N+cc lim h,((1-P)IP)N>7-1(x, N) = M:P(x). 
By using the well-known asymptotic formula for the r function (see for in- 
stance [l], eq. (6.1.39) on page 257) 
T(aN + b) - &re-“~(aN)aN+b- 1’2, 
and doing some straightforward, but tedious, calculation we obtain for the 
kernels Ker,H:y’B (0,O) of the Hahn polynomials the following expression in 
terms of the kernels of the Meixner ones: 
Jim, Ker, _ , H’((‘-~)‘/l)N,y-l(O,O) = KerE,(O,O). 
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From (54) we also notice that the constant T:‘~.” E T;‘:.’ of the representation 
formula (53) (here we are interested in the case when B = 0) is equal to 
lim ~i’~‘~ = A P”(1 - &‘(YL 
N - X’ n!( 1 + A Ker,! , (0,O)) 
From the last two expressions and taking into account eqs. (73) and (42) we 
conclude that the following limit transition between Hahn and Meixner gen- 
eralized polynomials holds: 
(74) lim h((l~~)N)/~‘?-l,A(~,N) = J,f,‘,P,A(x). 
N-m ’ 
4.5. Limit Hahn + Kravchuk 
In a similar way, in this case we start from the classical relation 
(75) lim h(l PP)rsPt(~, N) = K/(X, N - 1). f_CX n 
Notice that in this relation the Hahn polynomials are defined for n < N, while 
the Kravchuk polynomials are defined for n < N - 1, i.e., the interval of ortho- 
gonality is reduced by one unit. Besides, for the kernels we have the expression 
lim KernHl i’ -PI ‘> Pf 
I-X (0,O) = Ker: 1 (0. 0), 
and for the constant of the representation formula (53) 
lim 7n’ (’ -P)“P’ ~“(1 -p)lPn(N - I)! 
T-SC: A IAn!(N-n- l)!(l +A Ker:_,(O,O))’ 
Finally, using the last two expressions from (53) and (43) we obtain the limit 
relation 
(76) lim II,(‘-P)~,P’.~(x, N) = K,P2A(~, N - 1). 
f-02 
4.6. Limit Hahn + Jacobi 
In this section we will analyze the limit relation involving Hahn and Jacobi 
polynomials. As before we start from the classical relation 
U-7) J@n & JI;,~((N - 1)x, N) = P,“~x - 1). 
In order to obtain the limit relation we will use the eq. (49) for Hahn and Jacobi 
polynomials. First of all, notice that 
lim KernH:y7B 
N-3 
(0,O) = Ker,JTiB(-l, -l), 
lim Ker,H;yS 4 
N-cc 
(N - l,N - 1) = Keri:y”(l, l), 
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and 
lim Kerf:y’“(O,N - 1) = Ker,JIOiB(-l, 1). 
N-CC 
If we now use eqs. (51), (52), (56) and (57), we conclude that 
lim 2” hA,B,a,P(O,N) = P,A,B,a,4(_l), 
N+coN" n 
and 
$rnW & /z,$~~~,~(N - 1, N) = P,$“,“lP(l), 
+ 
The following limit relation between the norms of the Hahn (d/)2 and Jacobi 
(L$~)~ polynomials is also valid: 
flm & (LI,H)~ = (d,J)2. 
Substituting all these formulas in eq. (49), taking the limit N + 00 and using 
the classical relation (77) we finally obtain the limit relation between the gen- 
eralized polynomials, i.e., 
(78) lim 5 h,$B’“lp((N - 1)x, N) = Pt>B,a,4(2~ - 1). N-too N” 
Hahn 
Jacobi Meixner 
pA>B>4(X) 
n 
~2% s, A 
Kravchuk 
qqx) 
Laguerre Charlier 
LZA(X) CPA(X) 
Fig. 1. Limit relations involving the generalized polynomials. 
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4.7. Limit Jacobi + Laguerre 
Finally, we establish the limit relation between Jacobi and Laguerre poly- 
nomials. As in the previous cases we start from the classical relation 
(79) lim (-l)“p” pa,0 l-2 = L,“(x). 
0-03 2” n ( ) P 
From the last relation we infer that it is reasonable that the connection should 
be between the Jacobi polynomials with a mass point at x = 1 (i.e., A = 0, 
B = A) and the generalized Laguerre polynomials. In fact putting x = 0 we 
obtain 
d-w 
~ P,“‘B(l) = q(o). 
2n 
lim (-l)“‘” 
Some straightforward calculations provide the relations 
lim Ker,JLQi ’ 
i3+ CC 
(1,l) = Kerf_,(O,O), 
and for the norms of the Jacobi (d,“)2 and Laguerre (dfi’)2 polynomials 
Then, from (391, (49) and (79) we obtain 
W) (XL 
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